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ABSTRACT: We quantify the rate and eﬃciency of picosecond electron
transfer (ET) from PbS nanocrystals, grown by successive ionic layer
adsorption and reaction (SILAR), into a mesoporous SnO2 support.
Successive SILAR deposition steps allow for stoichiometry- and sizevariation of the QDs, characterized using transmission electron microscopy.
Whereas for sulfur-rich (p-type) QD surfaces substantial electron trapping
at the QD surface occurs, for lead-rich (n-type) QD surfaces, the QD
trapping channel is suppressed and the ET eﬃciency is boosted. The ET
eﬃciency increase achieved by lead-rich QD surfaces is found to be QD-size
dependent, increasing linearly with QD surface area. On the other hand, ET
rates are found to be independent of both QD size and surface
stoichiometry, suggesting that the donor−acceptor energetics (constituting
the driving force for ET) are ﬁxed due to Fermi level pinning at the QD/
oxide interface. Implications of our results for QD-sensitized solar cell design are discussed.
KEYWORDS: Quantum dot stoichiometry, SILAR, PbS quantum dots, epitaxial growth, electron transfer, THz spectroscopy,
quantum dot-sensitized solar cells
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coupling for a given donor/acceptor system. This particular
property could enable ultrafast and eﬃcient QD-to-oxide ET
processes at little to no energy cost, reaching the ultimate
theoretical ∼30% Shockley-Queisser limit for photon-toelectron energy conversion in sensitized systems.19
Previous reports on in situ nucleated QDs, however, have
suggested wide QD size distributions and a lack of control over
the nanocrystal morphology.17 This has been primarily
concluded from the featureless QD optical response, which
can also be an intrinsic manifestation of the strong donor−
acceptor electronic wave function overlap.20,21 Among the
existing in situ methodologies, the SILAR method allows lowtemperature-solution-processed epitaxial thin ﬁlm growth22,23
and SILAR-based QD-sensitized solar cells with eﬃciencies
exceeding 5% have been reported.3,6 The strengths of the
SILAR approach to grow QDs on metal oxides lie in the fact
that (i) the size of the QD can be controlled to some extent by
the number of deposition cycles24,25 and (ii) the QD surface
stoichiometry can be easily tuned,26 opening new possibilities
for QD doping27−30 and providing a path for atomically

he sensitization of wide bandgap oxides by quantum dots
(QDs) represents a promising route for the development
of low-cost solar energy conversion devices (e.g., photovoltaics1−6 and photocatalysis7−9). The QD synthesis can be
performed either ex situ, that is, colloidal dots are prepared and
then directly adsorbed on or molecularly linked to the oxide,2
or in situ, with nanocrystals directly nucleated and grown onto
the oxide matrix,3,4,10 for example, through chemical bath
deposition (CBD)11,12 or successive ionic layer adsorption and
reaction (SILAR).13 The ex situ approach provides a path for
obtaining highly monodisperse QDs but commonly suﬀers
from the formation of QD aggregates and/or limited QD
surface coverage (constrained by oxide pore size). Electronically, the QD capping shell and/or the molecular bridges
linking the QDs to the oxide can act as an insulating barrier to
electron transfer; for aromatic and aliphatic molecular bridges,
charge transfer has been shown to proceed via coherent
tunneling, slowing down with increasing bridge length.14 On
the other hand, in situ QD sensitization potentially enables
heteroepitaxial growth that allows morphologically well-deﬁned
QD donors15−18 and can oﬀer larger QD surface coverages in
mesoporous oxide architectures compared to the ex situ
approaches. Moreover, the intimate QD/oxide contact is
expected to provide the strongest achievable electronic
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Figure 1. (A−C) Characteristic TEM images for SnO2 samples sensitized with 1, 3, and 6 SILAR cycles (C1, C3, and C6, respectively); (D)
histograms of QD base diameters (2r) as a function of SILAR cycles (vertical bars) and results of the semiempirical nucleation model (dashed
vertical lines) shown in panel (G); (E) histograms of QD aspect ratios (vertical bars) and comparison with the semiempirical nucleation model
(dashed vertical lines) shown in panel (G). (F) [111] faceted epitaxial PbS QD resolved by TEM at the SnO2 edge; (G) proposed nucleation
mechanism (“epitaxial model”) for spherical cap-shaped QDs sensitizing a mesoporous oxide by SILAR method (h and r denotes QD height and
base radius, R refers to the saturated QD radius when h/r aspect ratio is unity).

passivated dots.31 Additionally, highly monodisperse core/shell
colloidal QDs can be obtained when this sensitization
methodology is applied.32 Despite the apparent potential of
this approach, several important questions concerning SILARbased QD-sensitized oxides remain open; clear correlations
between chemical synthesis, QD structure and stoichiometry,
donor−acceptor charge transfer dynamics and their impact on
device performance are lacking.
Here, we investigate the interplay between QD structure,
stoichiometry, and electron transfer rate and eﬃciency in
SILAR-based PbS QD-sensitized tin oxides as a function of
SILAR deposition steps. Transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) analysis indicates that the size of PbS QDs is controlled
through sequential epitaxial deposition steps, as is the
stoichiometry. Optical pump-THz probe (OPTP) spectroscopy
reveals electron transfer (ET) rates independent of QD size
and surface chemistry, indicative of Fermi level pinning at the
QD/oxide interface. In contrast to the ET rate, the ET
eﬃciency from PbS and PbSe QDs directly nucleated onto a
mesoporous oxide (SnO2, TiO2, and ZnO) is very sensitive to
the QD surface composition, being substantially enhanced for
lead-rich surfaces. Finally, we correlate our OPTP photoconductivity measurements with photocurrent generation in
QD-sensitized solar cells (QDSSCs), highlighting the relevance
of our observations for solar cell design.
We characterize ET processes on QD-sensitized oxides using
OPTP spectroscopy14,33−37 with subpicosecond time resolution. Owing to its low photon energy, terahertz (THz)
radiation is insensitive to optical transitions in QDs;34,37
however, because the THz probe is absorbed by mobile carriers
populating the oxide conduction band, the photoinduced THz

absorption is directly related to the photoconductivity of the
sample. Hence, following optical excitation of the QD, the
time-dependent pump-induced absorption of the THz probe in
a QD-sensitized system can be directly correlated with ET from
the QDs to the oxide.14,33,35,36 Note that not only the ET rate
but also the eﬃciency of the ET process can be obtained from
OPTP measurements, through the amplitude of the photoinduced THz absorption (more details are given in the
Supporting Information Figures S4 and S5).
Sensitization of a mesoporous SnO2 matrix with PbS QDs
was achieved by alternatively dipping the oxide ﬁlm (up to 6
times) into beakers containing a (i) MeOH-based Pb(NO3)2
solution, providing the Pb2+ cations, (ii) pure MeOH solvent to
remove the excess of unbound cations, (iii) MeOH-based Na2S
solution, providing the S2− anions, and (iv) pure MeOH
solvent to remove the excess of unbound anions. Steps (i)−(iv)
are termed as one SILAR cycle and are denoted here as Cn, n ≥
1. Analogously, we deﬁne here half-cycle as the same routine
terminated after step (ii) (a scheme of SILAR method is given
in the Supporting Information, Figure S1). Note that half-cycle
samples (Cn.5, n ≥ 1) are characterized by a Pb-rich surface
while samples grown with a complete cycle (Cn, n ≥ 1) are Srich. To avoid QD photo-oxidation (see Figure S7 in
Supporting Information), sample preparation and measurements were realized under N2 conditions. More details about
the sample preparation as well as the OPTP measurement
protocol are provided in the Supporting Information.
Before reporting how QD stoichiometry aﬀects electron
transfer rate and eﬃciency, we characterize the SILAR-grown
nanocrystal morphologies.
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QD Growth Mechanism. The characteristic red shift of the
absorption threshold of SILAR-based QD-sensitized oxides
versus the number of SILAR cycles24,25 is a manifestation of a
size-dependent conﬁnement eﬀect (see Figure S2 in Supporting
Information for our samples). In order to accurately correlate
QD structure and ET dynamics, we performed transmission
electron microscopy on our samples; representative images for
PbS QDs on a SnO2 mesoporous support for samples C1, C3,
and C6 are shown in Figure 1A−C. The TEM images reveal
that QDs are uniformly distributed on the oxide surfaces and
do not show preferential nucleation on particular SnO2 facets
(larger area and higher resolution images are provided in the
Supporting Information, Figure S3). From TEM image
statistical analysis, a saturation of PbS QD base diameter (2r)
is apparent for samples beyond 3 SILAR cycles (see Figure
1D). The saturation in QD base diameter is followed by a
signiﬁcant change in QD height (as resolved by monitoring QD
aspect ratios (h/r), as a function of the number of SILAR
cycles, see Figure 1E). A similar qualitative change in aspect
ratios was reported before for SILAR-based CdSe QDs onto
TiO2 and ZnO surfaces.13,38 In parallel with the saturation of
the QD base diameter (from C3 and onward), we observe the
emergence of QD aggregates (PbS bulky phases, see TEM
images in Supporting Information Figure S3D,F). The
emergence of polycrystalline PbS phases after the QDs saturate
in base diameter is consistent with the appearance of an
ultrafast component in the ET dynamics for samples beyond
C4 due to direct photogeneration and recombination of free
carriers within the bulky QD clusters (see Figure S8A,B in
Supporting Information). Similar behavior has previously been
observed for samples sensitized with colloidal QDs.14,33,35
Furthermore, the emergence of an ultrafast component on the
OPTP dynamics is accompanied in our samples by a decrease
in the ET eﬃciency (as apparent from the reduced THz
response at long times, see Figure S8A, Supporting
Information), indicating that the PbS bulky patches are strong
photon absorbers but are not substantially contributing to the
overall photocurrent in the samples. This scenario agrees well
with previous observations that QDSSCs typically exhibit an
increase in photocurrent followed by a decrease, as a function
of the number of SILAR cycles.24,25 The correlation between
nanostructure and ET dynamics stresses the importance of
preventing the transition from isolated QD growth to
polycrystalline thin ﬁlm growth in sensitized architectures.
For an optimum device performance, high surface densities of
isolated QDs without aggregate formation are required.
Heteroepitaxial QD/oxide growth by diﬀerent solutionprocessing methods has recently been discussed in a review;17
concerning the SILAR method, to the best of our knowledge
only one report resolved the epitaxial growth of crystalline PbS
QDs nucleated onto anatase TiO2 surfaces by TEM.25 As
shown in Figure 1F, for our samples we have also been able to
resolve crystalline PbS QDs epitaxially grown onto rutile SnO2
surfaces. Our deposition recipe results in [111] faceted PbS
dots with near-unity aspect ratio. These observations, together
with the characteristic change in QD aspect ratio as a function
of deposited material, indicate that epitaxial growth (triggered
by QD/oxide lattice mismatch) most likely governs the
nucleation of nanocrystals in our SILAR-based samples. Note
that in heteroepitaxial Volmer−Weber growth mode an
increasing aspect ratio as a function of the amount of deposited
material has been predicted theoretically39 and resolved
experimentally.40,41 Based on this analogy, we propose a simple

model for the growth kinetics as sketched in Figure 1G. Our
semiempirical model considers spherical cap-shaped QDs
assuming that SILAR deposition steps change the height of
the QDs linearly and that the QD growth is self-limiting when
h/r aspect ratios approach unity (half-sphere shaped QDs).
Taking only the empirically measured saturated QD diameter
radius as input (R = r ∼ 2.9 nm for C6), such a simple growth
model is able to describe remarkably well the QD diameters
(2r) and aspect ratios (r/h) obtained from our statistical
treatment on TEM characterization (see dashed lines in Figure
1D,E).
Dependence of ET Rates on QD Size and Stoichiometry. Once the QD size dependence on the number of SILAR
cycles has been resolved and modeled, we analyze the ET rates.
Figure 2A shows the normalized pump-induced real part of the

Figure 2. (A) Normalized OPTP response for PbS QDs sensitizing
SnO2 as a function of the number of SILAR cycles (Cn, with n = 1−3);
in the inset are shown the dynamics up to 1.1 ns; blue lines are best ﬁts
to the data as described in the text. (B) Normalized OPTP response
for PbS QDs sensitizing SnO2 by SILAR as a function of surface
stoichiometry (by comparing samples with C3 and C3.5 SILAR cycles,
sulfur- and lead-rich, respectively); the inset shows the dynamics up to
1.1 ns; blue lines are best ﬁts to the data.

complex THz photoconductivity (Re(σ)) for samples C1, C2,
and C3. The rise of the signal after photoexcitation is a direct
manifestation of ET from the QD donor to the oxide acceptor,
as the conductivity of electrons (and holes) in the QD is purely
imaginary.41 As shown in the plot, the observed ET dynamics in
all cases are identical within the signal-to-noise ratio of our
measurements, indicating that electron transfer rates from the
sensitizer to the oxide are independent of the QD size. On the
other hand, as shown in the inset of Figure 2A, the backtransfer, resulting in recombination of electrons and holes, does
slow down with the number of SILAR cycles. A simple model
using a single-stretched-exponential ingrowth and decay reveals
rates of ET from QD to oxide and back electron transfer (BET)
from oxide to QD (KET and KBET, respectively) of 1/KET(C1−
3) = 6.5 ± 1.5 ps (with stretched coeﬃcients of 0.68 ± 0.05)
and 1/KBET (C1) = 2650 ± 140 ps, 1/KBET(C2) = 4620 ± 160
ps, and 1/KBET (C3−C3.5) = 8100 ± 500 ps. Interestingly, as
shown in Figure 2B, the ET dynamics are independent (within
the resolution of our measurements, see Supporting Information) not only of cycle number but also of QD stoichiometry as
illustrated by the OPTP traces for samples C3 and C3.5
(characterized by sulfur- and lead-rich QD surfaces, respec5782
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resolved decrease of KBET with SILAR-cycle-number (see inset
Figure 2A) is then a consequence of an increasingly smaller
driving force for BET and increasingly smaller donor/acceptor
coupling with increasing QD size.
Dependence of ET Eﬃciency on QD Size and
Stoichiometry. Theoretically,45 nanocrystals with a perfect
1:1 stoichiometry ratio are expected to be intrinsic and
therefore defect free. In practice, synthesized nanocrystals are
typically nonstoichiometric28,49−51 and characterized by the
presence of surface states acting as donors or acceptors.45 The
passivation of those states for SILAR-based QDs requires a
postgrowth passivation treatment, commonly accomplished by
introducing an organic or inorganic capping shell onto the
QDs.3,25,52 Alternatively, atomic passivation has been successfully exploited as a pathway for reversibly31,53 tailoring the
optoelectronic properties in colloidal QD solids, through
doping27−30,45,46 and passivation.31,53−55 The eﬀect of
stoichiometry on QD-sensitized oxide systems has not been
addressed to date. In Figure 3A, we plot the ET dynamics for
PbS QDs nucleated onto SnO2 nanoparticles by C3 and C3.5
SILAR cycles (probed on the same sample spot for a given
oxide substrate), corresponding to S- and Pb-rich QD surfaces,
respectively. From the obtained plateau amplitude of the ET
traces it is evident that QDs terminated by Pb surfaces allow
more eﬃcient ET from the QD to the oxide than those
terminated by S (assuming that half cycle treatment by itself is
not suﬃcient for the nucleation of new dots). This ﬁnding is
consistent with the removal of PbS QD surface acceptors acting
as traps by Pb capping and is in perfect agreement with theory
and experiments reporting the generation of Pb-related surface
donors on QDs with S/Pb < 1 ratios.29,45,46 As summarized in
Figure 3B, the observed enhancement of ET eﬃciency for leadrich (or sulfur-deﬁcient) QD surfaces is a manifestation of a
favorable kinetic competition between QD-oxide electron
transfer (KET) and undesired trapping at the QD surface
(KTr). Analogously, a sulfur-rich (lead-deﬁcient) QD surface
will be prone to trapping of photogenerated electrons in surface
acceptor traps, lowering the ET eﬃciency.
The half cycle-cation passivation eﬀect reported here for the
PbS/SnO2 system is a general phenomenon, as we observed
identical qualitative eﬀects on half-cycle terminated samples
consisting on PbS/TiO2, PbS/ZnO, and PbSe/SnO2 (see
Figure S9 in Supporting Information).
In Figure 4A, we present the maximum of the observed
pump-induced real photoconductivity (Re(σ) at ∼100 ps after
the excitation pulse) as a function of the number of SILAR
cycles for PbS nanocrystals sensitizing SnO2. As already
discussed for C3 and C3.5 SnO2/PbS samples (Figure 3A),
the passivation eﬀect by an additional half cycle results in an ET
eﬃciency enhancement in all cases (from C1.5/C1 to C6.5/
C6). For atomically Pb-passivated samples we resolve a
monotonous increase in the monitored photoconductivity as
a function of SILAR cycles within the range deﬁned by C1.5
and C4.5. For samples treated beyond C4.5 SILAR cycles (C5.5
and C6.5 SILAR cycles), a decay in the overall measured
photoconductivity is observed. The decay is consistent with the
formation of QD aggregates beyond C4 cycles as discussed
previously (bulky PbS phases acting as strong photon absorbers
but poor donors). The observed improvement in the absolute
amplitude of the photoconductivity between C1.5 and C4.5
SILAR cycles can be correlated with a QD size-dependent eﬀect
but can also result from an increasing population of QDs per
unit area. In order to remove the potential eﬀect of an

tively). The fact that back ET rates are independent of QD
stoichiometry suggests that the QD-oxide energetics and
coupling strength are independent of QD surface doping.
The invariance of ET dynamics with QD size and stoichiometry
can be rationalized by Fermi level pinning42,43 at the PbS/SnO2
interface, so that the energy diﬀerence between QD LUMO
and oxide CB (given by ΔG and ΔG′ in Figure 3B) is not

Figure 3. Stoichiometry eﬀect on ET dynamics. (A) Characteristic
optical pump−THz probe response for PbS QDs sensitizing SnO2 by
SILAR as a function of surface stoichiometry (comparing samples with
C3 and C3.5 SILAR cycles). (B) Sketch illustrating system energetics
as a function of PbS QD surface stoichiometry (ΔG represents
donor−acceptor ET driving force); S-rich QD surfaces are populated
with acceptors (p-type) allowing electron trapping (KTr) at the
nanocrystal surface; Pb-rich surfaces are populated by donors (n-type),
making electron trapping at the surface not feasible and hence
maximizing the probability of ET to the oxide (KET).

modulated by QD size or surface doping (ΔG and ΔG′ are
equal and independent of nanocrystal dimensions). This is
generally diﬀerent from ex situ QD-sensitized oxide systems,
where ET slows down with increasing QD size as a
consequence of reduced ΔG (see Figure 3B).33,34,44 Similarly,
as theoretically predicted45 and experimentally reported,27,29,46
changes in the SILAR QD S/Pb ratio (QD stoichiometry) will
aﬀect the QD Fermi level, yet apparently do not aﬀect ET rates.
While the variation in both QD size and stoichiometry will
aﬀect QD energy levels, the energy diﬀerence between QD
LUMO and oxide CB is not modulated by QD size or doping
at the QD/air interface.
Back ET (BET) kinetics have been reported47,48 in dye
sensitized systems to be determined by not only the energetics,
but also by diﬀusion/hopping of charges within the oxide ﬁlms,
which can also be rate limiting. Even in the simple case that the
overall recombination is determined by the interfacial BET, and
assuming Marcus theory applies, BET rates will vary with
driving force in a way depending on whether it occurs on the
normal or inverted regions (which will depend on the system
reorganization energy). Also BET can be a function of oxide/
QD coupling strength which in our system is QD size
dependent.20 Although an accurate description of the BET
process observed here is out of the scope of the present work,
the observed decrease of KBET with SILAR-cycle-number (see
inset Figure 2A) is consistent with an upward-shifting HOMO
level (the HOMO level is not pinned). The experimentally
5783
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tion, we show that stoichiometry control on SILAR-based QDs
can be employed as a simple and eﬃcient passivation scheme in
order to remove recombination pathways in the QD sensitizers
(an essential requirement for devices with high photocurrents).
Provided that full passivation in the QDs is achieved by half
SILAR cycle treatments (e.g., atomic passivation will not be
compromised by surface packing as may be the case for
molecules), the only electron relaxation pathway in the QDs
will be radiative, making the kinetic competition with ET to the
oxide favorable for the latter. On the other hand, we have
resolved saturation in QD size during growth, followed by the
appearance of polycrystalline phases as a function of SILAR
cycles and suggested Fermi-level pinning at the QD/oxide
interface. All these aspects represent constraints toward higheﬃciency devices. Saturation in QD size nucleation for a given
system (most likely correlated with strain relaxation on lattice
mismatched QD and oxide phases) could prevent achieving
optimum bandgaps matching the solar spectrum (∼1.4 eV for
maximum eﬃciency19). Once QD size saturation is reached
after a certain number of cycles, the appearance of bulky
polycrystalline phases should be prevented in devices (as these
are strong photon absorbers and recombination centers without
substantially contributing to the photocurrent in the photovoltaic device). Note that preventing the formation of QD
aggregates could dictate a minimum thickness to achieve full
sunlight absorption for a given QD/oxide system (e.g., if QD
oxide coverage depends on the number of deposited SILAR
cycles). Finally, the suggested pinning at QD/oxide surfaces
could prevent ﬁne-tuning of donor−acceptor energetics, and
then trying to achieve ohmic contacts between QD and oxide
will be compromised (potentially reducing solar cell output
voltage19).
In order to check whether metallic surfaces will constrain the
voltage in devices and also whether the monitored passivation
eﬃciency can be exploited in complete devices (e.g., if such an
eﬀect is unaltered by the presence of a hole conductor), we
characterized three sets of QDSSCs based on 4 and 4.5 PbS
QD SILAR cycles onto TiO2 electrodes (C4 and C4.5 samples,
respectively). The ITO/PbS@TiO2 electrodes where covered
with spiro-OMeTAD/Au contacts (further details are given in
the Supporting Information) and solar cell current−voltage
characteristics were recorded in a homemade solar simulator.
As shown in Figure 5A, for all the devices tested we obtained a
∼210% improvement in the photocurrent for the samples
terminated with half a cycle (Pb-rich QD surfaces), revealing a
quantitative correlation between the observed PE improvement
by OPTP measurements (see Figure 5B) and the monitored
short circuit current (Jsc) in complete solar cell devices. Note
that the kinetics (including recombination kinetics) may diﬀer
substantially under transient (THz) and steady-state (device
working) conditions (under illumination). In particular, under
steady-state illumination trap ﬁlling can alter transfer rates. On
the other hand, we observe that the open circuit voltages (Voc)
for the two devices containing, respectively, QDs with Pb- or Srich surfaces are indistinguishable within the range of values
observed for the diﬀerent samples. For our cells, the similar
values for Voc’s (within the sample-to-sample variation) indicate
in simple terms, that the maximum quasi Fermi level splitting
under illumination within the PbS QD absorber (which could
be limited by the reported pinning) is preserved for cationic
and anionic rich QD surfaces. Overall, the reported results
indicate that atomic passivation can potentially be very wellsuited for QDSSCs.

Figure 4. (A) Monitored real conductivity at the plateau (when ET
has ended) as a function of SILAR deposition steps. Samples made of
complete- and half-cycles are characterized by S- and Pb-rich QD
surfaces. (B) Atomic passivation eﬃciency (PE) versus QD surface
area (estimated from TEM statistics and the epitaxial growth model as
discussed in the paper). The uncertainty in PE is obtained from 5 to 7
measurements on a given sample (see Figure S6B in Supporting
Information). The uncertainty in the QD surface area is inferred from
the distribution in QD base diameter (fwhm) as a function of SILAR
cycles from TEM analysis.

increasing QD population, we deﬁne here a passivation
eﬃciency term deﬁned as PE = {Re(σ)Cn.5 − Re(σ)Cn)/
Re(σ)Cn}, with n ≥ 1, where Re(σ)Cn.5 and Re(σ)Cn stand for
the plateau real conductivity of samples with Cn.5 and Cn
SILAR cycles, respectively. In this respect, PE simply represents
the Pb-passivation eﬀect without considering changes in QD
surface densities per unit area of the oxide. As derived in the
Supporting Information (section 3.6), the passivation eﬃciency
can be rewritten as PE = {KTr/KET} in which KTr represents the
rate of electron trapping at QD surfaces and KET is the rate of
ET from donor to acceptor. As a consequence, the deﬁned PE
term physically represents the kinetic competition between
undesired trapping at the QD surface (KTr) and QD-oxide
electron transfer (KET), as illustrated in Figure 3B. As discussed
above (see Figure 2A), KET is constant regardless of QD size
(or, equivalently, regardless of the number of SILAR cycles,
Cn). On the other hand, trapping rates are linearly dependent
on defect density in bulk semiconductors.56,57 In this respect,
for our system (where KET(Cn) = constant) we have that PE ∝
KTr(Cn) ∝ Nacceptors ∝ QDsurface area. In Figure 4B, the
dependence of PE versus QDsurface area is plotted, the latter
being estimated from our epitaxial model and TEM characterization, see Figure 1D,E,G. A linear correlation is resolved
between C1 and C4 SILAR cycles, which is in agreement with
the notion that the QD trapping rate is linearly correlated with
QD area. Note that the saturation of PE at 300% versus QD
surface area observed for samples beyond C4 is a manifestation
of the saturation in the QD size as a function of deposition
steps (in perfect agreement with TEM characterization).
Implications of Our Results for QDSSC Design. The
maximum theoretical eﬃciency in excitonic solar cells is given
by the Shockley−Queisser limit, provided that eﬃcient ET
processes from a bandgap optimized sensitizer to the selective
contacts are made at no energy cost19 (i.e., ohmic contacts are
established between the sensitizer HOMO−LUMO levels and
the electron−hole electrodes, respectively). In this contribu5784
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Figure 5. (A) Current−voltage characteristics of QDSSC devices
(ITO/PbS@TiO2/spiro-OMeTAD/Au) with QDs terminated with a
lead- or sulfur-rich surface; (B) characteristic optical pump-THz probe
response for PbS QDs sensitizing TiO2 by SILAR as a function of
surface stoichiometry (comparing samples with C4 and C4.5 SILAR
cycles).
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